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Session Outcomes
As a result of this session, participants will be able to:
• Understand the importance of data quality
• Understand local systems and practices needed to
ensure data quality
• Reflect on local data quality practices before, during and
after submission.
• Understand how WISEdash is used for checking data
quality and supports improvement planning.
• Learn tools and processes for data inquiry regarding
accuracy and accountability
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Foundations for Data Quality & Accuracy
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WISE - Data Life CycleCycleWISE
Current Data Views in WISEdash for
DIstricts can vary from WISEdata
Portal, thus it is imperative to
review WISEdash prior to any
snapshot.

District can continue to
update data
post-snapshot, but data
won’t be reflected in
certified state & federal
reporting.

District enters data daily,
including data required for
collections.

Step 0
SIS Data Entry

REAL-TIME*
L1 errors sent
back to SIS

Step 1

Step 3
Data flows to WISEdash
for Districts
nightly.

*dependent on how SIS
has implemented

Ed-Fi API
SIS data import & L1
validation

NIGHTLY

NEAR REAL-TIME

Data
Snapshots

State and Federal
Reporting

District user goes back to SIS
and makes changes based on
validation, data quality
metric results.

Step 2
WISEdata Portal
L2 Validations &
Quality Metrics
District uses portal to review
data quality metrics and
validation results to fix data
in SIS.

Student Data Collections

https://dpi.wi.gov/wise/data-elements
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You are important!
● Data entry, while sometimes tedious, is extremely
valuable to the school improvement agenda
● Data quality is essential to informing instruction at the
classroom level
● Quality data informs quality decision making
●

The quality of data has significantly improved …

Thanks to you!
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Progress Report
● The number of open validation errors at the time of snapshot
decreased by 64% (4680 errors) between 2017-18 and
2018-19
● The number of schools with missing data has decreased
significantly
Snapshot

# of public
schools with
zero
enrollment

# of districts
with zero
enrollment

# of choice
schools with
zero
enrollment

2017-18 TFS

57/2303

2/449

92/283

2018-19 TFS

30/2301

0/450

3/322
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It Takes Teamwork
To best ensure data quality, collaborative team practices
should be in place at both district and school levels.
Team Members may include:
● administrators
● data entry staff
● program leaders
● technology staff
What are teachers’ roles
with data quality?

Teams …
★ meet at regular and critical
times
★ collaborate to establish data
protocols
★ work together to continually
improve the system that
supports data quality
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Short Story - Graduation Rates
What happened?
IMPACT. Causes users of
WISEdash Public to
wonder what happened.
Requires a yearly
correction to the report
card.
How would a data quality
team help this situation?
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Closing Gaps
● Enrollment data
indicates 41% ECD in
graduating class.
● Graduation report
indicates no ECD
graduates.
IMPACT. It made this high
school look like they had
an achievement gap when
in reality they didn’t.
How would a data quality
team help this situation?
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Short Story - Exiting Students
In review of drop out data this year, we discovered 2 students
that had enrolled in our school, attended for 2 weeks and then
moved away.
We heard they had enrolled in a school in another state.
They were never exited.
IMPACT. This error resulted in a doubling of the dropout rate
for that year.
How would a data quality team help this situation?
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Snapshot Tools
And … now we have data snapshot tools within WISEdash
for Districts to help you study your data for accuracy.
More later ...
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Investing in Data Quality and Accuracy
Data accuracy is key to meaningful data use.
Inaccuracies and low data quality lead to ...
● data invalidation.
● misleading analysis.
● faulty conclusions.
● loss of confidence.
● abandoning its use.
The return on investment (time, budget, resources) is
destroyed.
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Elements of Data Quality
● Duplication (no duplicate records)
● Conformity (to standard data
definitions)
● Consistency (data across the
system are in sync)
● Accuracy (true representation)
● Integrity (valid & logical)
● Timeliness (availability)
● Definition (business rules)
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Data Accuracy + Data Confidence =
Effective Data Use
● An elementary team was able to identify a group of students
for whom a particular intervention strategy resulted in high
growth for females but not males.
● A district team developed intervention strategies to improve
attendance, based on a review of absenteeism data.
● A high school team used DEWS results to plan and develop
transition strategies for high risk students entering the 9th
grade.
● Data entry clerks used WISEdash to check data and spot
errors prior to final snapshot.
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Practices that Support Data Quality
Team work

● Data Expectations

Team work

● Standards and Guidelines

Team work
Team work
Team work

● Training and Professional
Development

Team work

● Timelines and Calendars

Team work

● Technology

Team work

● Data Entry Environments
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Most Important Key
From this ….

YOU are
THE only
data person

… to this!

Connected
DISTRICT and
SCHOOL Data
Quality Teams
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Data Team Agenda Topics
Review Data Work

Forecast Data Work

DataSIS
Team
Agendas
for Monthly
Review
and WISEdata
updates
and
Prepare for Upcoming SIS/WISEdata
timeliness of submission
events, due dates and data calendar
Conduct error fixes and quality data checks; Understand data collection fields and
propose error prevention protocols
details to reduce and prevent errors
Check for protocol fidelity & recommend
process changes

Clarify assignments, roles and protocols to
improve efficiency and quality

Determine training needs

Plan and develop professional
development

Review communication effectiveness

Plan and implement critical
communication

Discuss data privacy steps taken

Plan for steps to improve student data
privacy
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Local Essentials to Lead Data Quality
Establish a team to:
1. BEFORE: Plan and develop proactive practices to
prevent and reduce data errors
2. DURING: Monitoring accuracy during data entry and
data use; error checking
3. AFTER:

Quality reviews for improvement
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Before Data Submission
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Before Data Submission
● Data policies and standards are in place
● Training in data security and data entry has been
provided
● Appropriate roles of staff are assigned and
access to data is established
● Data procedures are established and staff have
been trained
● Technology and security are in place
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BEFORE: Data Policies and Standards
Policies and standards describe:
● staff expectations with data
● appropriate uses of technology and data
● defines roles
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BEFORE: Training
Prior to data submission, staff must be provided
training in:
● technology hardware, software and
technological security
● data access and appropriate use of access
● security requirements to guard individual
privacy (PII-personally identifiable information)
● understanding the data collection terms and
definitions of data fields
● data collection timelines
● how data will be used and ramifications of
inaccurate data
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BEFORE: Roles of Staff
User assigned access is differentiated based on
role type (Administrator, Entry, Viewer, etc.)
● Users have logins and passwords
● User roles are updated annually
● Back up is assigned for data entry
● It takes a team (Administrator, persons in
the know, tech support and entry clerks)
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BEFORE: Data Procedures
Procedures and guidelines documented, trained and
followed for consistency :
● data coding and entry
● data transfer conducted in a secure environment
● guarding student data privacy
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BEFORE: Technology & Security
Technology and security are in place
● No shared logins and passwords
● Passwords meet secure specifications
● Data downloads are stored in secured folders
● Screensaver set to sleep or hibernate when
computer operator leaves
● Data entry is conducted in a secure
location/setting
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Sample Confidentiality Agreement

Helpful
Resource:
Forum Guide
to Education
Data Privacy
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Assess Your “Before” Practices
http://bit.ly/WISEdata2019
Indicators of Effective “Before” Data Submission Practices

Rating

Rate each indicator on a scale of 1 to 5 based on current practices. (1 = minimal and 5 =
exceptional)

POLICIES

Policies and standards describe staff expectations with data, appropriate uses of
technology and data, and deﬁnes roles of staff in assuring data accuracy,
conﬁdentiality and use.

TRAINING

Technology hardware and software, data access, and security requirements are in
place and reinforced to protect PII; staff are trained to understand deﬁnitions of
data ﬁelds, data collection timelines and how data will be used and ramiﬁcations of
inaccurate data

STAFF ROLES

User assigned access is differentiated based on the type of role (i.e. Administrator,
Entry, Viewer, etc.). Users have logins and passwords. User roles are updated
annually and a back up staff person is assigned for data entry. Data teams are
assigned to monitor accuracy of data (such as administrators, program staff, persons
in the know, tech support and entry clerks).

PROCEDURES

Data coding and entry procedures are documented and all staff follow procedures.
Data transfer is conducted in a secure environment where staff follow protocols to
guard student data privacy.

TECHNOLOGY
& SECURITY

Leaders ensure that there are no shared logins and passwords and that passwords
meet secure speciﬁcations. Data downloads are stored in secured folders.
Screensavers are set to sleep or hibernate when the computer operator leaves, and
access requires secure login. Data entry is conducted in a secure location/setting.
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During Data Entry
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During Data Entry
● The appropriate administrator assumes responsibility
and oversight
● Data entry protocols are followed
● Time is allocated to meet due dates, data checks are
scheduled and data errors are corrected
● Ongoing staff training is provided and staff know how to
seek technical assistance
● Staff responsible for data accountability conduct
pre-submission data validations
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Responsibility and Oversight
The appropriate administrator assumes responsibility and
oversight
● District and school staff understand the data entry fields,
definitions and requirements for their area of reporting
● The school principal bears the responsibility for accurate data
for their building
● A data team is established and actively leads data accuracy
processes
● The administrator assigns, supervises and monitors staff
assigned for data entry
● The administrator demonstrates the importance of data
accuracy and quality to all staff
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Data Entry Protocols
Data
Entry
Protocols
Data
entry
protocols
are followed
● Data field definitions in the school information system
(SIS) are clearly understood by data entry staff
● Protocols and procedures are documented for all data
entry staff to follow
● There is consistency in data entry within a school and
across the district
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Time Allocation
Time is allocated to meet due dates, data checks
are scheduled and data errors are corrected
● The DPI calendar for data requirements is
understood by staff conducting data entry
● Data staff have scheduled time to enter data
accurately in a timely manner
● Time is calendared to conduct data checks
prior to submission
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Staff Training and Technical Assistance
Ongoing staff training is provided and staff know how to seek
technical assistance
● Staff are provided access to vendor manuals and help
desks to understand the connection and interaction between
their SIS and WISEdata Portal
● Staff refer to DPI knowledge-base articles and websites to
learn entry requirements and solutions to error messages
● Staff participate in weekly phone conferences with DPI for
updates and Q & A
● Staff access face-to-face trainings at CESA, as well as other
forms of Help, including the Help Ticket process, to find
answers to WISEdata questions
● Internal technical support expert is identified
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and utilized

Data Validation
Staff responsible for data accountability conduct pre-submission
data validations
● Staff understand the importance and processes for WISEdata
validation
● The connection between data entry and accountability
reporting is clearly understood by data entry staff and those
administrators responsible for accountability reporting
● Clear lines of communication are established to find answers
to questions about the status of students or responses to data
questions
● Prior to final submission of data, responsible staff review the
data to determine its correctness and spot any errors
● This should be done as a team with those in charge of
35
different data points

Assess Your “During” Practices
Indicators of Effective “During” Data Practices
http://bit.ly/WISEdata2019

Rating

Rate each indicator on a scale of 1 to 5 based on current practices. (1 = minimal and 5 = exceptional)

RESPONSIBILITY
& OVERSIGHT

Staff understand data entry fields, definitions and requirements for their area of reporting. The principal bears
responsibility for accurate data for their building. A data team is established and actively leads data accuracy
processes. The administrator assigns, supervises and monitors staff assigned for data entry. The administrator
demonstrates the importance of data accuracy and quality to all staff.

DATA ENTRY
PROTOCOLS

Data field definitions in the school information system (SIS) are clearly understood by data entry staff. Protocols
and procedures are documented for all data entry staff to follow. There is consistency in data entry within a
school and across the district.

TIME
ALLOCATION

The DPI calendar for data requirements is understood by staff conducting data entry. Data staff have scheduled
time to enter data accurately in a timely manner. Time is calendared to conduct data checks prior to submission.

TRAINING &
ASSISTANCE

Staff are provided access to vendor manuals and help desks to understand the connection between the SIS and
WISEdata Portal. Staff refer to DPI knowledge base articles and websites to learn entry requirements and
solutions to error messages. Staff participate in weekly phone conferences with DPI for updates and Q & A.
Staff access the CESA Help Desk in their region to find answers to WISEdata use questions. Internal technical
support is assigned and utilized.

DATA
VALIDATION

Staff understand the importance and processes for data validations. The connection between data entry and
accountability reporting is clearly understood by data entry staff and those administrators responsible for
accountability reporting. Clear lines of communication are established to find answers to questions about the
status of students or responses to data questions. Those in charge of different data points collaboratively review
the data prior to final submission of data, to determine its correctness and spot any errors.
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After Data Submission
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After Data Submission
● Review data audit reports and make corrections prior to
data certifications
● Check WISEdash to view how data is displayed
● Develop staff understanding about data errors for future
prevention of errors
● Engage in timely reviews of and improvements in data
entry protocols and processes
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Data Errors
Review data audit reports and make corrections prior to data
certifications
● Staff know how to interpret data errors in a data audit
report
● Staff understand how to correct data errors after
submission and before certification
● Time is scheduled when data errors are reported for
correction prior to certification
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Using WISEdash
Check
Check WISEdash
WISEdash to view how data is displayed
● Staff have access to the WISEdash for Districts secure
site
● Staff know how to navigate and search data in WISEdash
● Staff know how to access and use the WISEdash
Snapshot tools to verify data accuracy
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Correction Process
Develop staff understanding about data errors for future
prevention of errors
● Correct data errors in the SIS
● Enter any missing data in the SIS that is requested in
WISEdata reporting
● Check into export/import procedures to upload data to
WISEdata portal if you are not using them
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Evaluation and Improvement
Engage in timely reviews of and improvements in data entry
protocols and processes.
● Schedule time for staff to study patterns of data errors
● Data errors are reviewed to determine patterns and
problems with data entry
● Protocols are revised to aid in prevention of data errors
● Training is designed and provided for data error
prevention and improvement
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Assess Your “After” Practices
http://bit.ly/WISEdata2019
Indicators of Effective “After” Data Practices

Rating

Rate each indicator on a scale of 1 to 5 based on current practices.
(1 = minimal and 5 = exceptional)

ERRORS

Staff know how to interpret data errors in a data audit report. Staff understand
how to correct data errors after submission and before certiﬁcation. Time is
scheduled when data errors are reported for correction prior to certiﬁcation

WISEDASH

Staff have access to the WISEdash for Districts secure site. Staff know how to
navigate and search data in WISEdash. Staff know how to access and use the
WISEdash Snapshot tools to verify data accuracy.

CORRECTIONS

Correct data errors in the SIS. Enter any missing data in the SIS that is requested
in WISEdata reporting. Check into export/import procedures to upload data to
WISEdata portal if you are not using them.

IMPROVEMENT

Schedule time for staff to study patterns of data errors. Data errors are
reviewed to determine patterns and problems with data entry. Protocols are
revised to aid in prevention of data errors. Training is designed and provided for
data error prevention and improvement
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Using WISEdash for Data Accuracy
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Using WISEdash for Data Accuracy
● Provides a dashboards to view data
● Provides a tool to look up individual student data profiles
● Data refreshed regularly (typically nightly) for access to
current data views
● Includes advanced analysis tool for reviewing submitted
data and checking accuracy
● Snapshot tools include data quality indicators
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Latest Data Update
The date and time for the most recent data update is posted
on the Welcome Page of WISEdash.
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Data Load Schedule
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About Snapshots
Snapshots are data collections that are taken at specific points
of time, becoming permanent for use in accountability and
reporting.
Snapshots:
● Provide a static data set to examine
● Offer users tools to query data captured in a snapshot and
compare that data to their district’s current data
● Assist districts to identify and correct data reporting
deficiencies in preparation for a future snapshot event.
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Snapshot Tools
Select “Snapshots” from the
9 Dots Menu WISEdash.
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Current View vs Snapshot View

On the Snapshot
Dashboard, scroll
to Current View
(green)

Snapshot View
(purple).
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Validating Data in WISEdash
Choose the Snapshot

Filter data:
● current view year
● snapshot view year
● student-school
associations
● school
● etc.
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Data Quality Indicators
Data Quality
Indicators
provides
information and
flags for potential
data errors.

Three different
indicators:
● Informational
● Caution
● Goal

Click here for
Help

Need to
fix this

Are these correct?
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Dynamic Crosstabs
The Snapshot dashboards consist of a data grid called
Dynamic Crosstabs.
● Lists “Available Data” items such as Race, ELL
Status and School Name that you can
drag-and-drop to either the “Columns” or the
“Rows” position.
● Your preferred combination of rows and columns
can be saved for future use.
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Applying Crosstabs
Drag and Drop Data
Fields from the
Available Data list
to Columns and
Rows
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Important Dates
Stay up-to-date with the WISEdata events calendar:
● Discipline & Attendance Deadline (Roster & Career
Education check): Aug. 2, 2019
● Student Data Snapshot (including Roster & Career
Education): Dec. 10, 2019
● Staff Data Snapshot: Dec. 19, 2019
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Snapshot vs Deadline
https://dpi.wi.gov/wisedata/events/wisedata-discipline-attendance-deadline

Snapshot: Snapshots are pieces of data that are copied from active, dynamic tables
in the DPI Data Warehouse (DW) at a specific point of time to a “permanent” location to
support current and future reporting. This becomes certified data. This facilitates
reporting from an unchanging set of attributes, providing consistent, repeatable query
results unaffected by the dynamics of real-world changes and corrections.

Deadline: The August 2 deadline is the goal date that DPI recommends completing
all 2018-19 WISEdata submission for attendance and discipline data. Try to wrap up as
much of your 2018-19 data submission and validation resolution as possible before
your SIS transitions to the 2019-20 school year. You should also continue making
progress on Roster and Career Education data submission to WISEdata, though you
are not expected to have that completed by August 2. This deadline is NOT a snapshot;
it is to help keep you on track with submitting one year of data prior to moving on to the
next school year.
*DPI will begin data quality checks in August to prepare for the Dec. 10 snapshot.
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Next Steps
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Next Steps Action Planning
Based on the three self-assessments, what steps will
your team take to improve practices that ensure data
quality and accuracy?
Enter your team’s next steps in the Action Plan.
http://bit.ly/WISEdata2019
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Helpful Resources
●

WISE Home: WISE intro video, basics about WISE

●

WISEdata Help: links to WISE help pages and useful resources

●

Data Elements: list of links to all WISEdata data elements and their
descriptions, uses, and codes

●

Knowledge Base articles: useful articles on validations and other related topics

●

WISEdash: home page for WISEdash for Districts

●

WISExplore: home page for WISExplore

●

WISELearn: homepage for WISELearn, educator resources

●

Info for Schools: basics of getting started with WISEdata

●

Google+ Community: WISEdata community to view and post questions and
comments to fellow users

●

WISEdata Events Calendar: View deadlines, trainings, webinars, etc.
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Getting Help
● Secure Home, ASM, WAMS Help Ticket
○ http://dpi.wi.gov/wise/secure-home-info/asm-help-ticket
● Help Ticket for WISEdata
○ https://dpi.wi.gov/wisedata/help/request
● Help Ticket for WISEdash
○ http://dpi.wi.gov/wisedash/help/ticket
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Resources for Moving Forward
● WISEdata Reference Guide for Administrators
● Planning Doc: Ensuring Data Quality: Who is Responsible?
● WI DPI: Snapshot Preparation Guidance
● WISEdash Reference Guide for Administrators
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We’re Listening
● Within most DPI applications you can
○ provide feedback directly.
○ enter a new suggestion.
○ vote on suggestions made by other people.
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There are many ways
to continue your
learning after the
Summit, that also
connect to this session!

Mark your calendars!
Registration done through
your local CESA
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●
●

●
●

Multi-day Academies
Reimbursement for school
and district leaders through
Title II
Individual and team-based
opportunities
Direct connection to 3 tenets

Wrap Up & Feedback Form

Please take a few minutes to
complete this feedback form
to help us get better.
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